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Lilia Labidi

African Feminist Thinkers: Our Voices [1]
To speak of my trajectory, I should say that, at the outset, I was determined to be independent
and financially autonomous. I have been working in a manner that enables me to maintain this
status. This situation is what has permitted me to view problems in particular ways and to
analyze with more freedom the situation of women and my own situation as a woman. This
decision also influenced my trajectory in the fields of gender and feminist studies, articulating
these with the levels of the individual, the social, and with history.
My education and training abroad was a source of discovery both about others and about
myself. As with all Africans, I was the target of racist remarks but, rather than allowing myself
to be wounded by them, they helped to reveal to me a hidden side of Western civilization,
which had been presented to me in school as, ?my ancestors the Gauls.?
I also noticed very quickly, during my training in the Department of Psychology at Paris, where
the orientation was psychoanalytic in a context heavily influenced by the post-1968 period,
that students from the South were rare and the discipline was dominated by authors who were
predominantly all from the West and mostly male. This ?provincial? view on the part of the
elites and feminists from the North (relayed later in their silence with regard to the condition of
Maghrebin and African women living on the outskirts (banlieues) of the French cities),
encouraged me to look for multidisciplinary approaches. Therefore, as I was finishing my
studies in psychology I was also turning towards anthropology and, in particular, towards an
anthropology of one?s own society. This enabled me to rediscover the contribution of Arab
and African philosophers to world philosophical thought; and my field experience in my own
society enabled me to develop, subsequently, a psychological approach that articulated
anthropology with subjectivity.
In parallel to this, the discovery that French women did not have the right to contraception and
abortion when Tunisian women had access to contraception starting in 1963 and to free
abortions in 1973, and were obliged to travel to Holland ? or in some cases to Tunisia ? to
abort, led me to become a participant in the Movement for the Freedom of Abortion and
Contraception (MLAC ? Mouvement pour la libération de l?avortement et de la contraception).
This was a very important experience for me because, in struggling side-by-side with women
who did not enjoy a number of social and political rights in the areas of health, education,

leadership, political participation, etc, I discovered that the situation of European women
wasn?t all that different from the situation of women from the South, which completely
demystified the West in my eyes.
On the bases of these observations and experiences I turned toward the study of women in
my region, embarking on a research project, as part of my doctoral studies in psychology, on
Tunisian women?s relationship to contraception in both rural and urban milieus. While I
discovered that the diffusion of contraceptive methods was elaborated in a center/periphery
perspective(the program had been set up in Tunisia by Western foundations), I also
discovered the various dichotomies of man/woman, central power/peripheral power,
urban/rural, dominant/dominated, etc. This reflection led to a second demystification, that
women in all societies were the victims of discrimination. Whereas the university itself tended
to be somewhat closed unto itself, my own experience in other sites, such as in the
Experimental School of Bonneuil and my psychoanalytic training helped to provide other
perspectives on social reality as well as to objectify my own experiences.
Returning to Tunisia in 1979, and continuing my work with women in poor areas and my
earlier research that I had undertaken in my doctoral program in psychology, I pursued my
study of women, of sexuality, maternity, women care-givers in the Arab world(midwives, the
first women doctors, women psychiatrists, etc.), the culmination of this being my doctoral
research project for the doctorate in anthropology. It is also in this framework that I set up a
working group with midwives, a profession that played a major role in many respects in
Tunisia where, from the onset of independence when the country lacked trained personnel,
they had promoted the national health program among women and children throughout the
country. In addition to presenting publicly this group?s work, the group also created the first
midwives? association, which continues in existence today.
Starting in 1981, when I was the target of some pressure to restrict my activities which I saw
in relationship to the colonial experience, I began to feel the urgent need to uncover the work
of those women who had struggled against colonialism in Tunisia. This was also the period
when I began to think of the relationship between women?s absence from the formal political
arena and their strong presence in the literary field. It was in this framework that I undertook
collecting life histories of the women of that generation. The oral autobiographies of these
women, showing a wide variety of political orientations, were published in Tunisian Arabic
(different from standard written Arabic) in order to convey their experiences in their own
language. During my meetings with them, some of them presented me with documents or
objects, others gave me photographs, which led me to reflect on these experiences and also
which provided material for a number of gatherings and exhibitions of documentary
photographs. In this context and somewhat inspired by the surrealist movement, I utilized
these photographs in collages in order to re-examine women?s history. Over the last few
years I have begun work focusing on these two kinds of material ? life stories (in order to write
the history of women?s struggle) and photographs (to give visibility to women) ? and bringing
them together to create an encyclopedia/dictionary of Tunisian women who distinguished
themselves in the cultural, social, or political domains between 1881 and 1956.
Beyond the historico-political domain, I have used photography in other areas, for example,
for psychological analysis, as in a study on the couple, basing this on marriage photographs
over
three
generations,
and
another
study
using
photographs
to
help
in understanding biography.
The third main focus of my work concerns the construction of public morality in the Arab world

and Africa, in part as a reaction to a Western discourse that speaks of the continent only to
emphasize famine, drought, leaders? corruption, ethnic wars, coups d?etat, Islamic
extremism, the veil, etc., without ever seeing this in relation to colonial history and the control
of the continent?s resources by Western powers, etc. This multidisciplinary program brought
together 75 researchers and students between 1996-1997 and 2000-2001 involving, in
addition to the translation of a work on the history of globalization as seen through the
commodification sugar, had four main themes. This program consisted of developing a
synergetic discourse that took account of the innovative work accomplished by the
continent?s researchers, the role of women in writing the memories of South Africa and
Algeria, scientific research as seen in the active debate in Egypt over organ transplants and
removal articulated with the developments in advanced medecine there, the role of
Senegalese women writers in discussions over the institution of the family, and finally the
solidarity initiatives in Tunisia in the struggle against poverty and in the effort to develop an
ethics based on counting on oneself. In addition to national and international meetings
organized in the context of this program and works produced from these, I also published
Romanci P res sénégalaises B la recherche de leur temps (Sahar, 2003), the first book on
African writers published in Tunisia.
Main sources of inspiration, opportunities, accomplishments:
If I had to summarize my main sources of inspiration, I would refer to two concepts,
recognition and responsibility. But I would also evoke the articulation between social context
and personal situation, an identification with events but at the same time a distance that
allows both observation and testimony. An ordinary happening or an historical event, a novel
or a film, a work of art ? all have played, in one way or another, at one time or another, an
important role in my thinking. The opportunities I had were numerous. I would mention first the
choice of moving beyond my family environment and the gaining of financial autonomie, for
these allowed me to aspire to a freedom of thinking that has been fundamental to my entire
itinerary. This freedom is also what guides my research today where everything I have
undertaken or written has been free of pressure from whatever direction. I believe that
whereas my time in Europe helped to demystify the West for me, and my encounter with
historical events and with certain writers and thinkers from the African continent have been
essential to my outlook, my research orientations and all that I have learned, I owe
it to women.
Among my achievements in this domain I will cite:
introducing psychoanalysis and life histories/life stories for the understanding of
historical events;
introducing women?s testimony and photography as sources for writing history;
reintroducing subjectivity for the understanding of a subject that had been emptied by group
ideologies and clan orientations;
the importance of symbols and rituals for the understanding of culture.
Reflections on my experience:
My thinking is embedded in the contexts of the second post-independence generation and of
the first generation of women who were concerned with research on the situation of women. It
is with this group of women that women, formerly targets of research, become subjects and
authors of their own research. My work has also been marked by the conditions of production
in our context, as it is for all social actors, whatever their field of activity. Finally I should add

that, whereas I have sometimes been subject to some pressures(a judicial proceeding in 1995
following the republication of a chapter on virginity taken from my book, Çabra Hachma,
sexualité et tradition by a magazine, for offenses against morals), I have also received some
offers. However, my determination to maintain my status as independent, and keeping to the
career of teacher, clinical psychologist, and researcher, from the 1970s up through today, has
enabled me to develop my thinking in the directions I have outlined and that I hope to continue
to follow well into the future.
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